Government of Telangana  
Aarogyasri Health Care Trust  

CIRUCLAR  


***  

With reference to the subject cited, it is to inform that the Trust is issuing login id’s to the network hospitals as per the request raised by the NWH. The network hospital are using these login ids for MEDCO’s for processing of cases. The login id and the password are in the custody of MEDCO’s.  

It is the responsibility of the MEDCO’s to safe keep the login id and password and if any unauthorized persons gets access to the credential and misuse the login id, it is the sole responsibility of the MEDCO’s and concerned hospital with regards to such misuse. Aarogyasri Health Care Trust is not responsible for such misuse by of MEDCO login.  

Any misuse of the login id of the MEDCO’s can lead to Cyber Crime and necessary legal action as per Cyber law will be taken against the hospitals. The below precautions may be taken by the MEDCO’s and hospitals.  

1. Medco should not share the username and password.  
2. Frequently, change your password every 15 days and also give a stronger password which contains a combination of alpha numeric and special characters.  
3. If any suspicion, on misuse of MEDCO login id, please e-mail to pmu_ts@aarogyasri.gov.in so as to deactivate the logins  
4. NWH should raise request for login id’s as per their actual requirement.  
5. Deactivate the login id, if the login is not used for more than 1 month.  
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